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OASIS®
@ Leeds
Castle...
We go back on the
road to the world’s
loveliest castle.
Also in this issue...
The most magical
time of the year...
Get those tills jingling
with our brand new
festive collection.
Tender Loving Care...
Why looking after your
flowers can save and
make you money.
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Coffee break...
We meet Louise Roots,
head florist at Leeds Castle
and a purple flavour fan!
What’s your
favourite Flavour?
Taste the difference with a
flavour that works for you.
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Welcome to the
Autumn issue...
New Products, New Website,
New Magazine!
It’s all change here at OASIS® Towers but
what hasn’t changed is the OASIS® Floral
Products commitment to florists.
We’ve been beavering away on a whole
host of new projects, all designed to make
your life easier.
We like to think of it as the Perfect
Partnership… You and Oasis® working
together to make floristry even more exciting
and creative… and of course profitable!
Enjoy your new look Creative Florist magazine
and keep in touch, we reckon we were made
for each other.
OASIS® Floral Products Team

YOU &
OASIS

®

Everyone loves a hashtag and we’re no different.
Because #youandoasis means we can share what
you’re doing and thinking so everyone can see just
what’s possible with our collections.
With over 3000 products in the range
we reckon there are bound to be
hundreds of possibilities out there.
We know how important it is for florists
to constantly up their game to make
them stand out from the crowd and
that’s why we want to share ALL the
wonderful ideas we know florists have.
So, whether you’ve made a jaw
dropping bouquet, an ultra-cool
corporate design or simply have

a nifty trick up your sleeve... like how
to separate buckets when they get
stuck, share it on Facebook, Twitter
or Instagram with #youandoasis
and we’ll make sure everyone knows
about it.
Oh yes, and don’t forget to bookmark
our website, so not only can you pick
up a nifty idea or ten yourself - but have
instant access to all our products at
the press of a button.
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OASIS® @
Leeds
Castle...
What better place to launch
our new look than the
‘Loveliest Castle in the World’!
We were thrilled to be headline sponsor at the
Leeds Castle Festival of Flowers last month and work
with them and Colombian Flowers to create not just
a fabulous Selfie trail (you can see loads of pictures
on our Facebook page) but showcase hundreds of
design ideas and launch our brand new website,
oasisfloral.co.uk, and Christmas collection as well.
The floristry was amazing. Not only did we use over
2,500 bricks of foam but hundreds of containers,
bases and accessories and quite frankly we lost track
of how many test tubes! Add in over 11,000 stems
of flower and more than 30 top designers from here
and abroad; we’re talking the likes of Simon Lycett,
Solomen Leong, Dennis Kneepens, Louise Roots,
Phil Hammond and many more - what else would
you expect! It was also fab to meet so many of our
customers at our first Trade Evening and find out how
we can make life even easier for you. We’ll be going
out on the road more in the future, look out for details
and hopefully we’ll meet you very soon too!
Images: © Colombian Flowers

Over 2,500
bricks of foam!
11,000 stems
of flower!
More than 30
top designers!
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The most
magical time
of the year
With Christmas only a matter of weeks away,
we’re looking at some magical trends and seasonal inspiration
to get your festive season off on the right foot.
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Christmas… Holly, ivy, glitter in
places glitter shouldn’t be and the
oh so wonderful scent of pine. It really
is a magical time and a chance for
florists to get carried away.

Petra Deer
Size: 30cm x 10cm x 40cm (available
in various sizes) Art No: 41- 00703

You see we reckon that Christmas is the
perfect time for foam-based arrangements
where true florist skill is needed to
get the best look. And with our 2017
Christmas Collection jam packed with
the most gorgeous pots, vases, baskets
and glassware, we’ve got something for
everyone’s taste and price point.
Helen Jamieson has worked with the range
and come up with some stunning ideas but
everything is open to new interpretations.

Amber Lustre Derbe Vase
Size: 15.7cm x 30cm Art no: 45-01403

Clear Lustre Myra Vase
Size: 10.5cm x 31cm Art no: 45-01414

Larch Plate
Size: 38cm x 5.5cm Art No: 45-01529

INSPIRATION
STATION...

Better still, because our core collection
comes in a range of soft colours you can
carry on using them into January without
worrying they’ll look dated; just switch
the colour palette from reds and golds to
elegant whites and creams or zesty limes
and yellows and you’ll have an oh so fresh
look for the New Year.

4

How to create a simple but stunning floral
arrangement centre piece using Square
Jaffa Baskets.

1

2

You will need:
Flowers:
Naomi Rose
Red Barron Hypericum
Carnation Triumph
Eryngium Thistle
Lily LA Ducati
Carpet Moss
Aralea
Dracena Sandriana
Skimmia Rubella

Products:
OASIS® Maxlife
Floral Foam Brick
Art no: 10-01010
Cinnamon Sticks
Art no: 7170
Pine Cones
Art no: 7135
Jaffa Basket
Art no: 45-01441

Step 1: Soak the OASIS® Floral Foam Brick and
place in the basket. Secure the foam into place
with Carpet Moss around the outside.
Step 2: Use the Aralea to the edges of the
basket, and give the design some height using
the Sandriana. Place the Eryngium Thistle in an
off set diagonal line throughout the basket.
Step 3: Mask the foam with some of the Skimmia
Rubella, and use the lily as the focal flower within
the design. Follow the shape of the basket when
adding the Carnations and Hypericum across
the basket.

3

Step 4: Finish the design with some deep red
roses, seasonal pine cones and cinnamon sticks
for a beautifully autumnal arrangement.

For more inspired ideas visit our Facebook page
facebook.com/OASISFloralProductsUK/

oasisfloral.co.uk
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Te n d e r
Loving
Care
Why cleaning and feeding your
flowers can save you a fortune...
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Over at our flower division, Floralife®, the
number one question we get asked is “why
should I use flower food?” usually followed
by the observation “after all my flowers
don’t hang around that long so why spend
money buying them food?”.
With Floralife® flowers will last even
longer and your customers will be
even happier. Add in the fact that
every supermarket offers a flower
guarantee and more than often a
free sachet of flower food and it
means florists have to be just as
good, if not better.
So while we know cutting and
conditioning may seem boring –
although it can also be a good time
to think! – it should be an essential
part of your daily tasks and why
we’ve spent years on research
and development to make sure
our formulas are the best and
guaranteed to keep your stock in
peak condition.
Step 1: It all starts with the buckets
and our Floralife® Cleaner. Not
just a great way to get rid of bucket
pong but far gentler on flowers than
bleach or other household cleaners
which are really hard to rinse off
completely and can actually do
more harm than good.
Step 2: Once you’ve got your
sparkling clean buckets and
containers it’s time to make sure
your flowers are hydrated, especially
if they’ve been delivered dry packed.
This is where our Floralife® Quick
Dip comes into its own.
An instant, ready to use, hydrating
solution, a quick dip (get it!) of the
flower stems in this liquid will jump
start the water take up of the flowers
and prevent bent neck syndrome
and limp leaves.

Step 3: Then you’re ready to
put the flowers in their buckets
or vases which means making
sure they’re dosed with just the
right amount of Floralife® 200.
Whether you use our traditional
formula or our amazing, no cutting
required Floralife® Express 200
you need to get the mix right as
too much or too little can do more
harm than good. However with
our nifty dosing units or hand
pumps that’s easy and means your
flowers have just enough nutrients
to keep them firm and strong but
stops them opening too quickly
so that your customer gets the
longest vase life.
Step 4: This is optional but
advisable, especially on wedding
designs where you need to work in
advance and have a limited water
source. Floralife® Finishing Touch
does what it says on the bottle
by providing a fine, transparent
mist that will refresh, hydrate and
protect the flowers and help them
look gorgeous for longer.
Step 5: The final step is making
sure your customers keep the
care chain going. But don’t worry.
These days you don’t have to
worry about them cutting etc
because our magical, “scissors
in a sachet” flower food, Floralife®
Express is now available in a
handy customer sachet form
so even if all they do is place the
hand tied in a vase, as long as
they use the food, the flowers
will last brilliantly.
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Floralife®
Cleaner
Art no: 84-10010
Cleans flower buckets, design
and packaging benches, cooler
walls and floors, tools, counter
tops and more.

2

Floralife®
Quick Dip
Art no: 80-10205
Instant hydration for thirsty
flowers. Available in 1 litre /
250ml bottles.

3

Floralife®
Flower Food
Art no: 82-10140
Hydrates and nourishes
flowers.

4

Floralife®
Finishing Touch
1 litre Spray
Art no: 83-10282
Floralife® Finishing Touch
Spray refreshes, hydrates and
protects any arrangement.
Available in 5 litre and 250ml.

5

Floralife®
Express
• 1st to market in the UK
• Long lasting flowers
• No need to cut the stem
• No mess
• Easy to use
Keeps stems hydrated, clear
and free flowing helping to
reduce bent neck.

Order your FREE Floralife® Express sample
today from ukinfo@smithersoasis.com

oasisfloral.co.uk
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Coffee Break
with Louise Roots
Head Florist at Leeds Castle in Kent, Louise Roots is responsible for bringing the Leeds Castle Festival of
Flowers back to life four years ago as well as hosting hundreds of weddings, events and lunches a year.
Louise Roots, a Gold Medal winner at the Hampton Court
Flower Show, has been responsible for more banqueting flowers
than most people have hot dinners, she is an OASIS® fan through
and through. In our Coffee Break Q&A we found out why!
What’s your favourite foam flavour and why?
Working in such a large venue with huge rooms and tall ceilings
our displays are always on a gigantic scale which I love. Which
means my choice is the OASIS® Purple Event Foam! Since trying
it I wouldn’t go back for the type of work we do. It is just a little
stronger and has more bite for holding the stems in place.
If you were stranded on a desert island what flower
would you have to have and why?
It would have to be garden roses but picking one is almost
impossible. I love Juliet and Romantic Antike for their colour
but I would probably plump for Colombian white O’Hara.
Which Oasis® bouquet holder do you prefer and why?
More and more brides are opting for shower bouquets tied in
the hand for a more relaxed natural feel but for more formal
showers or long trailing bouquets I always use the OASIS®
Countess. I like the shape, there is plenty of foam and the
wire caging over the top works perfectly because there’s
enough space for flowers and security when wiring in place.
Given so much of your work is wedding based how
do you deal with Brides to be?
Most of them are absolutely lovely. They’re just excited and
enjoying the process and my job is to make them feel they
are the only bride in the world and all I think and dream of!
Best piece of advice to someone starting out in
the industry?
How badly do you want this? Learn your trade inside and out.
Work in various places and gain as much experience as possible.
College will give you good basics but then it is up to you where
you take it. Experience counts for so much and I learnt so
much more from just being out there doing it. Discover your
strengths. The floristry trade is huge and offers so many different
opportunities. It doesn’t just end at a shop or wedding florist etc.
Be open minded to possibilities and where this might take you.
It’s exciting!

What makes OASIS® worth the extra?
I use top quality flowers and I can’t see the point in ordering
beautiful flowers and then feeling anxious that they won’t last as
well because of their mechanics. OASIS® Floral Products have
never let me down and give me confidence.
What’s been the best day of your working life?
I think nowadays the best day of my working life is the eve of the
Leeds Castle Flower Festival when we open the doors to the VIP
evening and I see a year of planning come to life and how far we
have come with it. That makes me very proud and is definitely a
champagne moment.

Louise Picks Her
Top Five Favourite
OASIS® Products...
1

Quick Dip would be top of the list! It’s no exaggeration
to say that we use thousands of Hydrangea every
year. Conditioned well and Quick Dip-ed our Hydrangeas
are bomb proof!

2
3
4
5

Then my Carbon Blade Scissors, I’ve tried using other
brands but they’re never as good - they just don’t cut it!!
Flower Food would be a must; I use the best quality
flowers so they deserve to be looked after to keep them
the best.
Leaf Shine because it instantly transforms dull foliage
and that can do wonders for a design.
I’d be lost without my Finishing Touch spray. I used
bottles of the stuff on my Hampton Court display which
was full of delicate garden roses in the hottest week of
the year! People were surprised and passed comment
on how fresh it looked all week in those conditions.
oasisfloral.co.uk
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Did you
know?
We’ve got 3000 reasons
why you should buy from us.
Because that’s how many lines
we carry and more are added
every season.
But it isn’t just that we have one of the
biggest selections of sundries, foam based
products and all the tools of the trade you
could need; many of them brand leaders
acknowledged as the best in the world
and they’re all easy to buy at the press
of a button.
You see, we know that not every florist has
a wholesaler near them and that not every
wholesaler can carry all our lines… you’d
need a heck of a lot of shelves. Which is
why we’ve developed our special trade only
website, oasisfloral.co.uk which carries
every single line we stock, all of which
can be delivered to you the next day and
if you spend £50 or more, totally free.
There’s no minimum order, we’ve got a
helpful Customer Service Team who
can answer any question you may have and,
because we’ve spent months perfecting our
pick and pack service, we have a 99.67%
accuracy rate; hugely important when it’s
crucial you get that funeral base or wedding
accessory on time because we know being
a florist is a tightly timed profession.
Want to know more? Then register
on the site and start browsing…
we reckon it could be the perfect
arrangement.
We are delighted to announce that we
have appointed TrustPilot as our customer
reviewer. We’re feeling ecstatic at OASIS®
Floral Products because customers have
rated us as excellent! A big thank you to
everyone who has reviewed us.
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What flavour
are you?
Personally we always nab the orange ones from the chocolate box
but when it comes to foam which one is your favourite flavour?
Not sure? Then read on!
Simple answer, foam flavours are all
about which colour box of OASIS®
foam you choose. Because over the
years, ever since our founder Vernon
Smithers developed the very first foam,
we’ve been developing and improving
the range.
All of which means that today we have a
foam that’s perfect for every job and as
they all cost the same you can stock the
whole range knowing you’ll have exactly
the right density of foam for any design
and that your flowers will look beautiful
for longer.
In fact when we chatted with the
designers at our special Trade Evening
at the Leeds Castle Festival of Flowers
we discovered they all had their own
favourite. For Karen Broxholme, who
owns Bluebells in Lincoln it was the
dark green Ideal as she explained.
“This is my go to foam because it
works across the board for all my
everyday work and gives me all the
reliability I expect from OASIS®.”
Keri Walker, who runs Keri the Florist in
Wallingford, is a Light green fan because
it works brilliantly for funeral work where
she has to use a lot of soft stemmed
flowers whilst Morgan Douglas Nuth,
who has branches of Old Oak Designer
Flowers in Ealing and Ascot, is a Purple
aficionado.

The difference is all down to the density
of each one. Because we realised that
not all stems are the same and not all
jobs need the same ‘grip’. So rather than
squish soft stemmed flowers into Green
we created Light which has all the same

Foam flavours
at a glance...

benefits but a slightly softer texture so the
stems can be inserted safely and stay.
Our Green one is perfect for
every day work whilst Purple has
some added beneﬁts as Morgan
explained. “Not only is it great for
weddings and parties but for my
corporate work, where I need to
make and deliver over a 100 pieces
on a Monday I can make up in the
shop and deliver pre-made knowing
they’ll be as gorgeous when placed
as they were when made.”
And because all our flavours contain
Maxlife, an injection of a highly secret
but oh so clever magic ingredient, they
all have an extra kick when it comes to
longer lasting designs and just one of
the reasons OASIS® are still number one
after so long.
As we say they all cost the same; this
is about giving you the choice not an
extra cost and are stocked by all our
wholesalers or can be ordered online.
So go on... pick a flavour that
works for you and you’ll soon
taste the difference!

Ideal – Dark Green: The original staple
foam, Ideal is still florists’ no.1 choice for
everyday work.

Light – Lime Green: Sick of destroying
soft stems with heavy hands and hard
foam? Choose Light to avoid squished
ends, especially suited to sensitive
spring and summer varieties.

Event – Purple: Serious, large-scale
design work calls for tough foam to
match. Forget fears of wedding flowers
falling apart with this heavy-duty stuff
and use for contract work where you
need extra water supply.

Visit www.oasisfloral.co.uk to explore the range today!
oasisfloral.co.uk
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TOGETHER,
WE’LL ARRANGE THE
PERFECT CHRISTMAS
3,000 of the latest floral products
FREE next day delivery*
30 day returns
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...the perfect arrangement

#youandoasis
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* For orders over £50 - UK only

See how a relationship with us could beneﬁt your business at:

oasisfloral.co.uk

